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About This Content
The FPS Weapons Pack provides a small arsenal of game-ready weapons, with no coding required. Drag these objects into your
map for the player to pick up and use. Pulverize your enemies with a machete, .22 pistol, combat shotgun, MP5 submachine gun
and an M4 carbine. Each weapon includes sounds, effects, animations, and scripted behavior that make it ready-to-use in your
Leadwerks games.

Installing the DLC
To install this DLC, select the "Workshop > Browse Workshop" (or "Manage AddOns" in Linux) menu in the main window.
Select the "Subscribed" tab and choose this DLC in the list. Press the Install button, and the DLC contents will be added to your
current project.
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Highly enjoyable game and highly active and engaged developers. Great fun, building community, buy with friends or join vr
discord servers to arrange games.. Aquanos, can't write anything new as written before - Eternia DLC have great maps, lovely
details and everything and great boss. This part in my opinion is also great for the lots of mana it gives and for the puzzle
challenge :) 9\/10. Completely unique adventure game. Some things I particularly liked:
- Natural writing and voice acting
- Visual style is expressive and evocative.
- Things happen on the train in real time which gives the feeling that your in an unfurling adventure
- You can sit down and listen to a full violin sonata. @dev secret level in the final build where the time wizard returns?
FeelsOkayMan :point_right: :ok_hand: :question:
I also found an unintended way to jump off a boomerang. While holding the boomerang, if you have upwards momentum from
your jump (can not be highest peak), you have to throw and land on the boomerang at the same frame, by pressing your jump
button again. That way you can mid-air off the boomerang.
Makes some jumps at the boomerang-section easier.
Great game, worth the money! Can't wait for Hardmode.. It's pretty fun, especially for the price.. This is actually a really fun
game at first, when you are first upgrading and manipulating your ship. You can make missile boats, blaster-based ships, you get
option drones to fire when you shoot, and so on. Mining is actually somewhat interesting to fool around with early on.
It, however, gets repetitive, starting with mining, and then upgrading, and finally the combat. The final ship components cause
all end-game ships to look the same, and the final boss has a stupid mechanic which requires you to either have a way more
responsive ship than the game gives you, or to angle a shot in a way that gives you a generally unsatisfying win because you
didn't do the high-agility maneuvers that it feels like you should do. It caps the game off with not even allowing you to have a
solid victory in the final "cutscene."
Overall, a good 75% of a game marred by an overly repetitive final zone. If you don't mind this, and the late 90s graphics, go
ahead and get it! It's actually pretty fun, reminiscent of Asteroids with an upgradeable ship and uh, better graphics, though still a
far cry from anything you'd call "modern.". It may seem a little rough around the edges but the gameplay and controls are fun.
Great game to jump in and out of.. Interesting idea.. Legend of the Beast is fairly well priced, considering it only adds three
levels to the campaign which all reuse assets from The First Encounter.
I would say well priced since I bought it for 99 cents. Anything above that it's really not worth it.
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Full of classics, with a few modern additions. I think that they need to add the height adjustment feature on the Condor rides to
the current observation and drop tower rides. Great DLC!. Good old truck game. I like it, i play it. :). Cool. Cant wait til theres
more game content.. kinda boring game
thare are so many better options for ww2 strategy games
no ussr missions , no multiplayer !!!!
original man of war or face of war much better games
. this is so gruesome and dark
i love it so much

I've been passionate about alchemy since a very young age cause of FullMetal Alchemist and when I heard of this game I was
like "Why isnt it on my library yet?" And you should ask yourself that too cause this is a very badass game , and if you like gore
, mystery and a 11/10 story , you've come to the right place .
Thought I gotta tell you , this is that type of a game where it's all about that gRIIIINNNDDD , and it might take you a while to
finish it, tho trust me , it's all worth it .

All I am worried about is the fact that once I finish it I wont intend to play it again cause of how long it takes to finish it :<
Oh and did I forget to tell you that when you kill your daughters , they make sounds and you can legit hear them getting killed ,
I love it lol .. Can't recommend until devs fix either one of these two things: enemy spawn rate, combat skill progression. It's just
a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥right now.. Beglitched is a genuine point of interest in how it manages its systems.
It's a puzzle game about being a hacker, but not in a complex web of newfangled problems. Instead it mixes the logic and feel of
old computer games, ones you might find on Windows 95 or in the GAMES section of a Nokia. And that's where it's at its most
clever. It borrows without shame, without trickery, in such a way that forms together into one much larger puzzle.
WORLD MAP = Windows Desktop
DUNGEON MAP = Minesweeper + Dungeon Crawler
BATTLE = Bejeweled + Hide & Seek + Resource Management
One warning I should get out of the way is perception. What you might feel in the first parts of the game are misleading.
Beglitched has "dungeons" that you "crawl' through and fight of enemies. This feels like a sort of RPG, or Dungeon Crawler.
When you complete the first fight, you think you'll level up, or get a health upgrade. When you get money, you think you can
buy better Skills or Permanent Upgrades. When you die you wonder if it's possible to grind.
But no. Get that out of your head right now. This is a puzzle game.
Every "dungeon" is like a level of Mario or Portal. You get better by playing, not by grinding enemies into statistics.
Each dungeon has its own logic. It demands you move and fight in different ways. This is for you to solve. This is where the joy
comes from. But you have to fight an urge. You have to realize that attacking an enemy isn't usually the best solution. More
often than not, the puzzle is how to AVOID enemy encounters. And when you fight, the puzzle isn't always about winning.
Rather, it's about minimizing long-term damage, analyzing how enemies work in that area, and setting up your grid for the next
fight if you have to fight it.
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The systems explain themselves. Solving how they can be worked around, however, is the fun.
And it's very nice fun. It's light fun. And none of the puzzle outstay their welcome. The concepts used in the SPAM level and
the concepts in the CAT level are very different, barely ever bleeding over.
You're given a toolbox of ideas, and each level crafts a way to make you exploit that toolbox differently.
If any of this sounds like your bag of tea, get it! Support these guys! It's a good experience, and worth supporting the devs.
. Just another crappy indie game. There is nothing here worth experiencing, just find someone to kick you in the groin instead.
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